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IICL Adds Bonus Feature to its Dry Van Container Online Course
Washington, DC – The IICL added its recently revamped course on the Convention for Safe
Containers – CSC, to the Dry Van Container Online Course at no additional cost. The CSC
course was added as a bonus feature for the persons that register for the online container course.
Students can now access the CSC Course at the end of the third module. The CSC course
provides a general overview of the convention while explaining some of its goals to facilitate
trade and the safety of human life involved with container operations.
The IICL noticed that some individuals were mistakenly using the name of the Convention for
Safe Containers while they were in fact referring to containers in cargo-worthy conditions. These
are two different concepts, and “we thought that including the CSC course to the container online
course would help to clarify the true objectives of the CSC,” said Luiz Goncalves, IICL Director
of Technical Services.
The IICL is pleased to add value to its online course at no additional cost to persons registered to
the Dry Van Container Online Course. The CSC course complements the knowledge of
container inspectors.
Please CLICK here to purchase the IICL Online Dry Van course and bonus CSC course
Organized in 1971, the IICL is a trade association, representing lessors of maritime containers
and intermodal chassis. Its member companies, Beacon Intermodal, CAI, Direct ChassisLink,
FlexiVan, Seaco Global, SeaCube Container, Textainer, TOUAX, TRAC Intermodal, and Triton
International Limited, own or manage a significant portion of the global leased container and
U.S. chassis fleets.
The IICL is active in technological, educational, safety, environmental, governmental,
regulatory, and security issues. Complementing its widely accepted industry standards and best
practices, the IICL offers its inspector certification examinations for containers and chassis in
more than 5,000 locations around the world, supported by publications, tools and courses.
For more information, please contact the IICL via info@iicl.org, or +1 202 223-9800.

